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Abstract:  
 

 

In this paper, we establish a mathematical identity, which makes it possible to use the Gauss formula and 

Weingarten formula in the anti invariant distribution.Then we give some sufficient and necessary conditions for 

normal CR-submanifold of a quasi Kaehlerian manifold by both tensor S  and *S  of type (1, 2). 
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1  Introduction 
 

In this paper, all manifolds and morphisms are supposed to be differentiable of class C . Let M  be a real 

n-diemensional connected differentiable manifold. )(MT  and )(MF  are respectively the tangle bundle to M  and 

the algebra of differentiable functions on M . Also, we denote by )(H  the module of differentiable sections of a 

vector bundle H .   

A linear connection on M  is a mapping 

YYXMTMTMT X )()()()( ，；：  

satisfying the following conditions 

(1) ZZfZ YXYXf   )()( , 
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(2) ZYXfYfZfY XXX  )()( , for any )(MFf   and )( MTZYX ，， . The 

operetor X is called the covariant differentiation with respect to X . Thus for any tensor field   of type (0, s) or 

(1, s) we define the covariant differentiation  X  of   with respect to X  by 





s

i
siXsXsX XXXXXXXXX

1
12121 )())(())(( ，，，，，，，，，，  , (1.1)  

for any )( MTX i  , i =1, 2, ..., s . A linear connection   on M  is said to be a Riemannian connection if 

Riemannian metric g  satisfying )()()( ZYgZYgZYXg XX  ，，， ,                   (1.2) 

for any )( MTYX ， . An almost complex structure on M  is a tensor field J  of type (1, 1) on M such that at 

every point Mx  we have IJ 2 , where I  denotes the identify transformation of MTx . A manifold M  

endowed with an almost complex structure is called an almost complex manifold.  The covariant derivative of J  is 

defined by YJJYYJ XXX  )( ,                                                                               (1.3) 

for any )( MTYX ， . More, we define the torsion tensor of J  or the Nijenhuis tensor of J  by 

][][][][)]([ JYXJYJXJYXJYJXYXJJ ，，，，，，  ,         (1.4) 

for any )( MTYX ， , where ][ YX，  is the Lie bracket of vector fields X  and Y , that is, 

XYYX YX ][ ， . A Hermitian metric on an almost complex manifold M  is a Riemannian metric g  

satisfying )()( YXgJYJXg ，，  ，                                                                         (1.5) 

for any )( MTYX ， . An almost complex manifold endowed with a Hermitian metric is said to be an almost 

Hermitian manifold. Definition 1.1([3]). An almost Hermitian manifold M  with Levi-Civita connection   is called a 

quasi Kaehlerian manifold if we have 0)()(  JYJYJ JXX ,                         (1.6) 

for any )( MTYX ， . Definition 1.2([1]). An almost Hermitian manifold M  with Levi-Civita connection   is 

called a Kaehlerian manifold if we have 0 JX ，                               (1.7) 

for any )( MTX  . Obviously, a Kaehlerian manifold is a quasi Kaehlerian manifold. Let M  be an m -

dimensional Riemannian submanifold of an n -dimensional Riemannian manifold M . We denote by TM the 

normal bundle to M  and by g  both metric on M  and M . Also, we denote by   the Levi-Civita connection on 

M , denote by   the induced connection on M ,  and denote by   the induced normal connection on M . 

Then, for any )(TMYX ，  we have )( YXhYY XX ， ,                          (1.8) 
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where )()()(  TMTMTMh：  is a normal bundle valued symmetric bilinear form on )(TM . The 

equation (1.8) is called the Gauss formula and h  is called the second fundamental form of M . Now, for any 

)(TMX   and )(  TMV  we denote by XAV  and VX
  the tangent part and normal part of VX  

respectively. Then we have VXAV XVX
 .                          （1.9） 

Thus, for any )(  TMV  we have a linear operator, satisfying  

))(()()( VYXhgYAXgYXAg VV ，，，，  .              (1.10) 

The equation (1.9) is called the Weingarten formula. An m -dimensional distribution on a manifold M  is a mapping 

D  defined on M , which assignes to each point x  of M  an m -dimensional linear subspace xD  of MTx . A vector 

field X  on M  belongs to D  if we have xx DX   for each Mx . When this happens we write )(DX  . The 

distribution D  is said to be differentiable if for any Mx  there exist m  differentiable linearly independent vector 

fields )(DX i   in a neighborhood of x . From now on, all distributions are supposed to be differentiable of class 

C . Definition 1.3([1]). Let M  be a real n -dimensional almost Hermitian manifold with almost complex structure 

J  and with Hermitian metric g . Let M  be a real m -dimensional Riemannian manifold isometrically immersed in 

M . Then M  is called a CR-submanifold of M  if there exist a differentiable distribution MTDxD xx ： ， 

on M  satisfying the following conditions:  (1) D  is holomorphic, that is, xx DDJ )( , for each Mx , 

 (2)the complementary orthogonal distribution MTDxD xx  ： , is anti-invariant, that is,   MTDJ xx )( , 

for each Mx . Now let M  be an arbitrary Riemannian manifold isometrically immersed in an almost Hermitian 

manifold M . For each vector field X  tangent to M , we put XXJX   ,                           （1.11） 

where X  and X  are respectively the tangent part and the normal part of JX . We denote by P  and Q  

respectively the projection morphisms of TM  to D  and D , that is,  

QXPXX  ,                            (1.12) 

for any )(TMX  . Then we have  

JPXX                                 (1.13) 

and 

JQXX  ,                             (1.14) 

for any )(TMX  . Moreover，we have 

P2                                （1.15） 

and 
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03  .                              （1.16） 

Next, for each vector field V  normal to M , we put 

CVBVJV  ,                           （1.17） 

where BV  and CV  are respectively the tangent part and the normal part of JV . 

We take account of the decomposition   JDDDMT . Obviously, we have 

)()()(   DBVJDXDX ，， and )(CV , for any )(TMX   and 

)(  JDV . Further, we obtain QB  . 

The covariant derivative of   is defined by 

YYY XXX  )( ,                         (1.18) 

for any )(TMYX ， . On the other hand, the covariant derivative of   is defined by 

YYY XXX   )( ,                        (1.19) 

for any )(TMYX ， . The exterior derivative of   is given by 

])}([{
2
1)( YXXYYXd YX ，，    ,              (1.20)  

for any )(TMYX ， . 

Remark: The more details of exterior derivative is founed in [2]. The Nijenhuis tensor of   is defined by 

][][][][)]([ 2 YXYXYXYXYX  ，，，，，，  ,      (1.21) 

for any )(TMYX ， , where ][ YX，  is the Lie bracket of vector fields X  and Y . We define two the tensor 

fields S  and *S  respectively by )(2)]([)( YXBdYXYXS ，，，，   ,                 (1.22) 

and ][][)()(* XYXYXLXYS Y ，，，   ,                 (1.23) 

for any )(TMYX ， . Definition 1.4([1]). The CR-submanifold M  is said to be normal if 

0)( YXS ， ,                              (1.24) 

for any )(TMYX ， . Definition 1.5. The CR-submanifold M  is said to be mixed normal if 

0)( YXS ， ,                              (1.25) 

for any )()(  DYDX ， .  

 

2  Main Results 

Lemma 2.1. Let M  be a quasi Kaehlerian manifold. Then we have 
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)]([
2
1)()( YXJJJXJYJ YX ，， ,                   (2.1) 

for any )( MTYX ， . 

Proof: For any )( MTYX ， . From (1.4) and (1.3) we acquire 

YJJXJJXJYJYXJJ XYJYJX )()()()()]([ ，， .        (2.2) 

Using (2.2), (1.6) and (1.3) we have 

YJJXJJJXJJYJYXJJ XYYX )()()()()]([ ，，  

))()((2 YJXJJ XY  .                           (2.3) 

 (2.3) follows that (2.1) holds.                                                Q.E.D. 

Lemma 2.2. Let M  be a quasi Kaehlerian manifold. Then we have 

)]([
2
1)()( YXJJXJYJ JYJX ，， ,                   (2.4) 

for any )( MTYX ， . Proof: For any )( MTYX ， . From (1.6) we get 

XJJYJJXJYJ JYJXJYJX
22 )()()()(   

                    JXJJYJ YX )()(  .                                 (2.5) 

Using (1.3) in (2.5) we obtain 

))()(()()( XJYJJXJYJ YXJYJX  .                 (2.6) 

(2.4) comes from (2.6).                                                        Q.E.D. 

Lemma 2.3. Let M  be a quasi Kaehlerian manifold. Then we have 

YYYXBhXAY XXYX    )()( ，  

YBXAYXBh XY  
 )( ， ,                              (2.7) 

 YYXhYXChYXhY XX   )()()()( ，，，  

YCXAYXCh XY  
 )( ， ,                               (2.8) 

for any )()( TMYDX  ， . 

Proof: For any )()( TMYDX  ， . Using (1.6) and (1.3), we have 

0)()(  JYJYYJJY JXJXXX .                (2.9) 

Taking into account (1.11), (2.9) becomes 

0)()(  YYJYYJYY XXXXXX   .         (2.10) 

Taking account of (1.8) and (1.9), (2.10) changes into 
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)()()( YXhYYXJhYJYXAYXhY XXXYX ，，，    
 

0)(   YJXJAYXJhYJ XYX   ， .                             (2.11) 

According to (1.11) and (1.17), (2.11) turns into  

)()()( YXChYXBhYYYXAYXhY XXXYX ，，，      

)()()( YXChYXBhYYYXhY XXX   ，，，   

0  YCYBXAXA XXYY   .                                (2.12) 

By comparing to the tangent part and the normal part in (2.12), we get 

)()( YXBhYYYXBhYXAY XXXYX   ，，   

0  YBXA XY                                                       (2.13) 

And   

)()()()( YXChYYXhYXChYYYXh XXX   ，，，，  
 

0  YCXA XY   .                                                   (2.14) 

By (2.13) and (1.18) we have (2.7). Also, by (2.14) and (1.19) we get (2.8).    Q.E.D. 

Lemma 2.4([1]). Let M  be a CR-submanifold of an almost Hermitian manifold M . Then we have 

})(){(})(){()()()( XYBYXXYYXS YXXYYX   ， , (2.15) 

for any )(TMYX ， . 

Lemma2.5. Let M  be a CR-submanifold of a quasi Kaehlerian manifold M . Then we have 
T

YXXXYY XJYJYAYAXAXAYXS ))()(()(   ，  

 ))]([(
2
1))]([(

2
1 YXJJJBYXJJJ T ，，，， ,                  (2.16) 

for any )(TMYX ， . 

Proof: For any )(TMYX ， . Taking into account (1.3), (1.11), (1.8), (1.9) and (1.17), we have 

))(()()( YXhYJYYYJ XXX ，   

            YXAYXhY XYX  
 )( ，  

)()( YXChYXBhYY XX ，，   .                        (2.17) 

By comparing to the tangent part and the normal part in (2.17), we obtain 

)())(( YXBhYXAYYJ XYX
T

X ，                 (2.18) 

and 
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)()())(( YXChYYYXhYJ XXX ，，    .          (2.19) 

Combining (1.18) and (2.18), we have 
T

XYX YJYXBhXAY ))(()()(  ， .               (2.20) 

Combining (1.19) and (2.19), we get 
 ))(()()()( YJYXChYXhY XX ，， .             (2.21) 

Taking account of (2.20) and (2.21), (2.15) becomes 
T

YX
T

YX
T

XY XJYAXJYAYJXAYXS ))(())(())(()(   ，  

  ))(())(())(( XJBYJBYJXA YX
T

XY   .             (2.22) 

Combining (2.22) and (2.1), we obtain our conclusion (2.16). 

Theorem2.1. Let M  be a CR-submanifold of a quasi Kaehlerian manifold M . Then M  is normal if and 

only if we have 
T

YXXXYY XJYJYAYAXAXA ))()((0     

 ))]([(
2
1))]([(

2
1 YXJJJBYXJJJ T ，，，， ,                  (2.23) 

for any )(TMYX ， . 

Proof: Taking account of Definition 1.4 and Lemma2.5, our conclusion holds.      Q.E.D.  Corollary2.1. Let M  be a 

CR-submanifold of a Kaehlerian manifold M . Then M  is normal if and only if we have 

0 YAYAXAXA XXYY   ,                   (2.24) 

for any )(TMYX ， . Proof: Since a Kaehlerian manifold M  satisfies 

0)]([0  YXJJJX ，，， , 

for any )(TMYX ， , taking account of Theorem2.1, Corollary2.1 holds.       Q.E.D. 

Corollary2.2(Bejiancu[1]). Let M  be a CR-submanifold of a Kaehlerian manifold M . Then M  is normal if and only 

if we have XAXA YY    ,                            (2.25) 

for any )()(  DYDX ， . Theorem2.2. Let M  be a CR-submanifold of a quasi Kaehlerian manifold M  

and )()]([ YXJJ ，， ,                         (2.26) 

for any )(TMYX ， . Then M  is normal if and only if we have 

)(  DYXA XY                           (2.27) 

and 

)()( YXh ， ,                           (2.28) 
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for any )()(  DYDX ， . 

Proof: For any )()(  DYDX ， . By using (2.26) in (2.16) we obatin 

T
XYY YJXAXAYXS ))(()(   ， .                 (2.29) 

Taking into about (1.8), (1.9), (1.11) and (1.17), (1.3) becomes 

)()()( YXChYXBhYYYXAYJ XXXYX ，，     .      (2.30) 

By comparing to the tangent part and the normal part in (2.30), we get 

)())(( YXBhYXAYJ XY
T

X ，   .               (2.31) 

From (2.29) and (2.31), we obtain 

)()( YXBhYXAYXS XY ，，    .                (2.32) 

Suppose M  is normal CR-submanifold of M . For any )()(  DYDX ， , then from (2.32) and 

Definition1.4 we have 0)(  YXA XY                             (2.33) 

And  0)( YXBh ， .                             (2.34) 

From (2.33) we obtain (2.27), correspondingly, from (2.34) we get (2.28). Conversely, if (2.27) and (2.28) are sastified. 

Now, we shall prove 0S  by means of the decomposition  DDTM . First, for any 

)()(  DYDX ， , from (2.27) we obtain (2.33), correspondingly, from (2.28) we get (2.34). Taking account 

of (2.33) and (2.34), (2.32) becomes )()(0)(  DYDXYXS ，，， . Next, for any )(DYX ， , by 

using (2.26), (2.16) changes into T
Y

T
X XJYJYXS ))(())(()(  ，  

T
JYJX XJYJ ))()((  .                                          (2.35) 

From (2.4) and (2.26), (2.35) becomes )(0)( DYXYXS  ，，， . Finally, for any )(  DYX， , in 

accordance with (2.26), (2.16) changes over )()( DYAXAYXS XY   ， .                   (2.36) 

)(DZ  , on the basis of (2.36), (1.11) and (1.10), we have  

)()())(( ZYAgZXAgZYXSg XY ，，，，     

))(())(( YZYhgYZXhg  ，，，，  .                     (2.37) 

Using (2.28) in (2.37), we get 

0))(( ZYXSg ，， .                           (2.38) 

That is, )(0)( DYXYXS  ，，， . 
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From the above three conclusions we know 0)( YXS ， , for any )(TMYX ， . Thus, the CR-

submanifold M  is normal. Q.E.D. Theorem2.3. Let M  be a CR-submanifold of a quasi Kaehlerian manifold M  

with following conditions satisfing )(DYX                                 (2.39) 

And )()( YXh ， ,                            (2.40) 

for any )()(  DYDX ， .Then M  is mixed normal if and only if we have 

0)(* XYS ， ,                             (2.41) 

for any )()(  DYDX ， . 

Proof: For any )()(  DYDX ， . According to (1.18), (2.15) becomes  

XBYBYXYXYXS YX )()(])[][()(   ，，， .        (2.42) 

Taking into account (1.19), (2.8) and 0CB  , (2.42) changes into 

XBXABYXBhYXYXYXS YY   )(])[][()( ，，，， .  (2.43) 

Taking account of (1.23), (2.40) and QB  , (2.43) changes over 

XQXQAXYSYXS YY   )()( * ，， .                 (2.44) 

)(  DU , combining (1.12), (1.10) and (2.40), we have 

))(()()( YUXhgUXAgUXQAg YY   ，，，，   0 .                                                        (2.45) 

 (2.45) leads to )()(0  DYDXXQA Y ，， .                 (2.46) 

Combining (2.44) and (2.46), we get )()()()( *  DYDXXQXYSYXS Y ，，，，  .         (2.47) 

Suppose M  is mixed normal CR-submanifold of M . For any )()(  DYDX ， , then from (2.47) it follows 

0)(* XYS ，                               (2.48) 

and 

0 XQ Y .                               (2.49) 

Based on (2.48) we obtain 

)()(*  DXYS ， ,                            (2.50) 

for any )()(  DYDX ， . On the other hand, taking into account (2.39) and (2.49), (1.23) becomes 

)(][)(* DXYYXXYS XY  ，，   ,               (2.51) 

for any )()(  DYDX ， . Taking account of (2.50) and (2.51), we get that (2.41) holds. 

 

Conversely, if (2.41) is sastified. For any )()(  DYDX ， , combinning (1.15) and (1.12), (1.23) changes into 
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][][)(* XYXYXYS   ，，， ][][][ XYQXYXYP ，，，   .                            (2.52) 

By using (2.41) in (2.52), we have )()(0][  DYDXXYQ ，，， .                              (2.53) 

From (2.53) and (2.39), we obtain )()(0  DYDXXQ Y ，， .                                              (2.54) 

Combining (2.41) and (2.54), (2.47) becomes )()(0)(  DYDXYXS ，，， .                         (2.55) 

Relying on Definition 1.5, M  is mixed normal.                                 Q.E.D. 
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